
Abstract
Objectives: 
Methods:

To model and simulate the pumping system by using as a source the PV and by the vectorial and scalar commands. 
The photovoltaic system modelling is complex; so we propose the use of bond graph (BG) methodology which

permits the decomposition of the system into subsystems exchanging energy, and to represent several physic domains
(electricity, mechanical, etc.) with an joined way. Findings: We represent a method based on the input-output causal
inversion of the bond graph of the system which consists in deducing the laws from input-output control directly on bond
graph. A new technique that consists on using a PWM bloc with three phases inverters is employed in order to optimize
this bloc and to have better results. Applications: The modeling of photovoltaic system elements is an important step that
should be preceded all application of sizing, identification or simulation. 
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1. Introduction
Photovoltaic is considered as the most direct way to con-
vert solar radiation into electricity; Solar PV generates no
pollution. The direct conversion of sunlight to electricity
occurs without any moving parts. This method of energy
conversion has some advantages like: modular construc-
tion, flexibility of use, short installation and operation
time and high regularity and low maintenance.1-3

It is known that the PV system modeling is the most
complicated system. For this reason, we suggest a very
useful method: the bond graph in which we can separate
the principal system into parts (subsystems) in order to
exchange the energy and to unify the different domains. 

We will present the optimization of the PWM bloc by
applying the vector command of the αβ motor and other
tasks will also be used. The photovoltaic system we used
in this work is built by a PV, a CC-CC, a CC-AC and a
Motor-pump as presented in Figure 1.

A photovoltaic cell is a special finite energy source of non-
linear current-voltage characteristic.

The photovoltaic generator behavior is equivalent to a
shunted current source by a junction diode D and identi-
cal to it. The relation current-voltage of the photovoltaic
diode is also non-linear.1, 9

In order to maintain the different physical phenomena
at the photopile level, such as contact resistances, leak-
age current by the boards and ancient cells, the model is
supplemented by two series of resistors: Rs0 and shunt
Rsh0 as represented in the following Figure 2.

The current-voltage characteristic of the photovoltaic cell
is given by the following equation:
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With
•	  Iphi is the photo-current of the cell, under stan-

dard conditions the current corresponds to the 
short-circuit current.

•	  Issi is the inverse current of the diode, depends on 
the temperature of the junction Tp,

•	  Id is the current passing through the diode.
•	  VTiis the thermodynamic potential given by 

n KT
q

i p

•	  The photovoltaic power of the cell type Pi, produced 
by the current Ii and the voltage Vi, is represented by 
the nonlinear characteristic Pi (Vi) and the character-
istic Ii (Vi) given in Figure 3. 

1.  Bond graph modeling of the photovoltaic 
generator:

There are many applications of the generator especially in 
isolated areas (mountain huts, small telecommunication 
relays, measurement stations, road signs ...) or mobile 
residence (pleasure boats, caravans ...).

In order to introduce the association of electric 
machines to the photovoltaic generator, we treat in the first 
step a standard equivalent circuit of a PV source coupled 
to a load RL represented in Figure 4. In the other hand we 
model the diode by a nonlinear resistor whose current-
voltage relation is indicated by a nonlinear function ψRD.

Subsequently, we pass to a simplification phase of the 
model which consist to neglect the different effect of the 
resistances Rsht and Rst (which is also justified the orders 
of the magnitudes of the resistances). Figure 5a and 5b 
represents respectively the reduced equivalent circuit of 
a PV source with starting up capacity and its model BG1.

Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the photovoltaic structure.

Figure 2. Equivalent electrical diagram of a PV cell. 

Figure 3. Characteristic current-voltage and power-
voltage  Of a photovoltaic cell.

Figure 4. Equivalent system of a PV generator coupled to 
an R-L load.

Figure 5a. GPV circuit diagram with starting-up capacity.
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Figure  5b. A bond graph model reduced of a PV generator.

2.  Modeling of the CC / CC 
converter

A chopper circuit is used to refer to numerous types of elec-
tronic switching devices and circuits used in power control 
and signal applications. A chopper is a CC / CC (continu-
ous/continuous) converter; it permits to obtain an adaptable 
continuous voltage from a fixed continuous voltage.

Either in a photovoltaic structure using a buck chop-
per whose output voltage Vc is lower than its input voltage 
Vp delivered by the PV generator Figure 6.

To obtain the average medium bond graph model in 
Figure 7, a model construction procedure has been devel-
oped and manipulated by5

This procedure consists of six steps, the details of which 
are not part of our study; it has led to the bond graph 
model, given by Figure 7.

Figure 6. Circuit diagram of the PV system With a buck 
chopper.

Figure 7. Medium bond graph model of a PV structure+ 
devolter chopper + load R-L.

2. Search for Maximum Power Point
Maximum power point tracking is a technique used com-
monly with wind turbines and photovoltaic (PV) solar 
systems to maximize power extraction under all conditions.

Although solar power is mainly covered, the princi-
ple applies generally to sources with variable power: for 
example, optical power transmission and thermophoto-
voltaics.

To convert the available energy to a continuous one 
with the best efficiency, it is fundamental to work with 
an optimum operating point, which corresponds to the 
maximum power provided by the PV generator. That 
is possible by constantly adapting the generator to its 
load due to a converter which plays the role of adapted 
impedance. This procedure is known as a technique for 
continuation of the point of maximum power or MPPT.

2.1  Search for the maximum power point 
for PV generator

The maximum power point is usually controlled by two 
control variables: The voltage or the power, which are 
measured each time and used again in a loop to deter-
mine the maximum power point. The perturbation and 
observation method (P & O) is used in photovoltaic 
applications. The implementation of MPPT between PV 
generator and chopper is given in Figure 8.3, 6, 7

Figure 8. Control diagram of the chopper.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Photovoltaic
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Thermophotovoltaic
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Thermophotovoltaic
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2.2  Perturbation and observation method 
(P & O)

The ‘P & O’ perturbation and observation method is the 
most widespread in the Industrial, because its algorithm 
is easy to implement. This process Disturbance of the sys-
tem by increasing or decreasing the operating voltage of 
the module and observe its effect on the output power of 
the row.

According to8: The perturbation and observation 
method is an extensively approach used to MPPT research 
view it is simplicity and it requires only voltage measure-
ments and photovoltaic panel current V_ (pv) and I_pv 
respectively. It can deduce the point of maximum power 
even during variations of illumination and temperature.

2.3 Modeling of the CC / AC converter
CC / AC converter permit the continuous-alternative 
conversion; it is about the voltage inverter represented in 
Figure 9. It is controlled by a symmetrical regular sam-
pling pulse width modulation strategy enabling, at each 
switching period, to give a variable average supply voltage 
across the motor. 

We consider the case where the inverter is ideal and its 
switches are perfect and switch instantly. The bond graph 
model is deduced via the relations describing the opera-
tion of the three arms of the inverter. In fact, according 
to the diagram in figure 9, the voltage v1o is Uc / 2 when 
the switch T1 is on and the switch T4 is off, it changes 
sign when T4 is on and T1 is off. The same reasoning is 
available for v2o using the switches T2 and T5 and on the 
other hand for v3o by using the switches T3 and T6 and by 
associating with the switches Ti the control signals Ciref 
like Ciref = 1 when the switch Ti is on and Ciref = 0 when 
Ti is blocked, then we can write the following equations:

v1o = (C1ref- C4ref) Uc/2
v2o = (C2ref - C5ref) Uc/2 (I-2)
v3o = (C3ref - C6ref) Uc/2

The different voltages corposants (voltage between two 
phases) are expressed by:

u12=  v1o - v2o = (C1ref - C4ref - C2-ref + C5ref) Uc/2
u23 = v2o - v3o = (C2ref - C5ref - C3ref + C6ref) Uc/2
u31 = v3o - v1o = (C3ref - C1ref - C6ref + C4ref) Uc/2  
 (I-3)

The simpel voltages vs1, vs2 and vs3 are connected to the 
compound voltages u12, u31 by:

u12 = vs1 – vs2 (I-4)
u31 = vs3 – vs1 (I-5)

Then:

U12 – u31 = 2 vs1 – vs2 – vs3 (I-6)

In the case of a balanced three-phase load we verify by the 
following equation:

vs1 +vs2 + vs3 = 0 (I-7)

By involving the preceding relations, we should have in 
matrix writing:
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Referring to the relationship I-8, the sub model bond graph 
of an arm of the inverter (Arm A) given in Figure 10.
 
The model given by Figure 10 represents a “sub-model” 
of a multi-command MTF element modeling an inverter 
arm and controlled by the vector

V = [C1ref, C2ref, C3ref, C4ref, C5ref, C6ref]
T.

The BG model of an arm of the inverter is given by Figure 11.

With a Similar way, we model the two other arms B and C 
of the voltage inverter. In Figure 12 we represent the bond 
graph model of the three-phase voltage inverter as well as 
the control of its arms.

We suppose that the blocking of the switch Ti and the 
switching on of the switch T3 + i happen at the same time, 
with this hypothesis we can write the following relation:

Ci+1ref = 1- Ciref                         ; i∈{1,2,3}   ⍱t (I-9)

It is verified that the mean value of the PWM wave takes 
the form of a sinusoid, it’s the modulating wave. In practice, 
the blocking of the switch Ti and the switch-on Ti + 3 do not 
happen at the same time. A space tm between these two 
instants is introduced in order to avoid the short circuit of 
the DC supply Uc during switching, it is called dead time 
tm. Depending on the direction of the stator current of 
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the motor, the mean voltage at the terminals is written as 
a matrix2:
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The voltages obtained at the terminals of the receiver 
(load) for conventional three-phase inverters have several 
harmonics, so it is necessary to search for an approach of 
a sinusoidal waveform.

The block is already executed and based on the “20 
sim” but cannot be used ,it does not give reliable and effi-
cient results and the direct technique of using PWM with 
the inverter will lead to several errors in the simulation 
where r is always zero.

For this we are going to use the technique of pulse 
width modulation (PWM), it’s one of the two principal 
algorithms used in photovoltaic solar battery chargers, the 
other being tracking. So we will use a block between 
PWM and the inverter which contains (the amplitude, 
frequency parameters), and this called “PWM logic”. For 
that we represent in the following Figure 13 the model 
used.

In this case, the voltage and frequency outputs are 
controlled by the inverter using the PWM technique. For 
that, we represent 3 blocks for each arm and three signals 
of the inverter U1, U2, and U3 are obtained for respective 
r values r1, r2 and r3. 

In fact the voltage inverter at PWM is always chosen 
to have a fast response and high performance.

So the Figure 14 represents the technique used already.

Figure 9. Diagram of the inverter and R-L load.

Figure 10. Sub-model bond graph of the inverter A-arm.

Figure 11. Bond graph model of arm A of the inverter.

Figure 12. Bond graph model of the voltage inverter + 
three-phase load R-L.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Photovoltaic
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Figure 13. Bond graph model of the inverter.

Figure 14. PWM bond graph model.

3.  BG model of the asynchronous 
machine

Thanks to the development of control electronics, which 
allows the adjustment of speed in a very simple and effec-
tive way, all the applications using motors which foresee 
the possibility of speed regulation (d.c. motors or slip-ring 
motors) have been replaced by asynchronous motors.

The asynchronous motor is the most electrical motor 
used in the industry. Its main advantage is the absence of 
slippery electrical contacts. Thus, it has a simple, robust 
and easy to build structure.1

The theory of the asynchronous machine is based on 
the Park transformation which brings the stator and rotor 
electrical equations to electrically perpendicular axes 

called d for the direct axis and q for the quadrature one. 
The asynchronous machine is modeled using the follow-
ing assumptions:

 –  The distribution of the magnetomotive force in the 
air gap is sinusoidal.

 – the homopolar components are zero.
 – The effects of ferromagnetic losses and

Saturation are neglected.
The equation of asynchronous machine in the two-

phase system (d, q) related to the rotating field are 
obtained using the Park

Vsd  ,Vsq : Stator voltage direct and quadratic.
Isd ,Isq : Stator voltage direct and quadratic.
Φrd ,ϕrq : Direct and quadratic rotor flow.

ωs ,ωm : Stator and mechanical speed respectively.

There are several ways to choose the MAS state variables 
in the landmarks of park. In general, the choice is set by 
the user according to his needs in the study and design 
of his order. In the following case, we choose the stator 
currents, the rotor fluxes and the mechanical speed like 
state variables. In this case, the model of the asynchro-
nous motor put into variable state form is given by several 
equations:

  

The expression of the torque as a function of the stator 
currents and the rotor fluxes is given by:

From the previous equations, we obtain the mode of the 
asynchronous motor pattern BG (dq) as illustrated in 
Figure 15.
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About the BG modeling, there are, for the asynchronous 
machine, an infinity of position of the reference mark dq 
turning at the speed qs =ws.t . We choose the fixed refer-
ence axis for the stator.

In this case we can write qs = 0, ws = 0, this referential 
is named “Concordia’s reference», noted α-β, the model 
graph of the motor is simplified as presented in Figure 16.

Figure 15. Model Asynchronous Motor Pattern BG (dq).

Figure 16. Asynchronous motor of bond  graph in the reference.
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4. Pump Modeling
Centrifugal pumps are a sub-class of dynamic axi- sym-
metric work-absorbing turbo machinery. It’s a rotary 
machine intended to communicate to the pumped liquid 
a sufficient energy to cause its movement in a Hydraulic 
network generally comprising a geometrical height 
of elevation, an increase in pressure and losses of load. 
The fluid enters the pump impeller along or near to the 
rotating axis and it is accelerated by the impeller, flow-
ing radially outward into a diffuser or volute chamber 
(casing), from where it exits. Common uses include 
water, sewage, petroleum and petrochemical pump-
ing; a centrifugal fan is commonly used to implement 
a vacuum cleaner. The reverse function of the centrifugal 
pump is a water turbine converting potential energy of 
water pressure into mechanical rotational energy. Figure 
17 shows the band graph model of the centrifugal pump.

The calculation of the centrifugal pumps is carried out 
by dimensional analysis and by Euler’s theorem9. We can 
define the Flow rate Q supplied by a centrifugal pump 
as the volume displaced during the unit of time. It is 
expressed in many units: cubic meters per second (m3 / 
s) or more practically in cubic meters per hour (m3 / h) 
or in liters per second (l / s) or liters per minute (l / min). 
It is called a manometric Height, from a pump Hpompe, 
the energy supplied by the pump to the unit of weight of 
the liquid passing through it. This height varies with the 
flow rate for constant speed given by the manufacturer. It 
is the height of a column of liquid that would determine a 
static pressure equal to the discharge pressure. Its expres-
sion is given by6,5.

 Qb QΩbΩ b H m mpom pe
2

210
2 ++=  (I-13)

Where the coefficients b0, b1 and b2 depend  on the inter-
nal geometries of the pump and are independent of the 
speed of rotation.

The centrifugal pump has a characteristic of the resis-
tive torque Cr (Ω) which is proportional to the square of 
its rotational speed Ωm  and also given by the following 
aerodynamic equation:5

Cr (Ω) = C2 Ω m
2 (I-14)

C2 is the torque constant of the pump. It follows that, the 
useful mechanical power Pm provided by the drive motor 
to the pump is:

Pm = C2Wm
3 (I-15)

The mechanical losses applied to the shaft of the motor-
pump unit are represented by a set of torques Cfv(Ω)
proportional to the speed, it is described by the following 
expression in which C1 is the viscous friction coefficient:.

Cfv = C1 Ωm (I-16)

To the couples presented above, we can add the accel-
eration torque Jd Ωm/dt,, J being the total inertness of 
the mechanical system and t for the time. That’s why 
the electromagnetic torque is described by the following 
expression:

Cem = C2Ωm
2 + C1Ωm  + J  (I-17)

The efficiency ηp of a pump is the ratio of the useful power 
Phy(hydraulic power) imparted to the liquid pumped to 
the absorbed power  Pmec by the pump (at the end of the 
shaft), the efficiency  ηp is given by the following equation:

m

pom pe

m ec

hy
p

Ω C
ρ g Q H

P
P  η

3
2

==
 (I-18)

With
   r :Density: 1000 Kg.m-3

   g :acceleration : 9.81 m.s-2

In order to determinate the operating point, we use a sec-
ond degree equation in Q as :

( ) ( )  pmm   H Ωb  Q Ω b  Q-Ψb 02
01

2
2 =−++

Its resolution allows determining the flow rate of water 
generated by the pump for a given rotation speed 

In the model, Ωmin being the minimal speed from 
which the pump starts to generate a pumped water flow. 
It is given by the following relation:

( )
( ) 02

2
1

2
min

4
4

 bΨb  b
 HXb Ω p

−−
−−

=

So, we can discuss three possible cases depending on the 
recorded value of the speed10:

If Wm<Wmin, no rate of flow is generated by the pump, 
in other words:

   Q=0

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Turbomachinery
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Volute_(pump)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Centrifugal_fan
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vacuum_cleaner
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Water_turbine
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If Wm=Wmin ,the pump begins to output water corre-
sponds to:

( )Ψb 
Ωb QQ  
−

==
2

min1
min

2
If  Wm> Ωmin, The expression of the flow is given by:

 ( ) ( ) ( )
( )Ψb 

HΩb Ψb Ωb - Ω- b
 Q

pm mm 

−
−−−

=
2

2
02

2
11

2
4

 (I.19)

With  :
   b0, b1, b2 et ψ are the constant parameters.
   And Hp is the geometric height.

In the case where the tanks are constantly connected to 
each other and on the same plane (this is the case for our 
application), then we will have:

HP ≌ 0

And the equation is written with the following manner :

(I-20)

We present the BG model of the centrifugal pump based 
on the equations describing the operating point of the 
pump. so, the model of the hydraulic network is simpli-
fied and will be given by the block diagram of Figure 18.

Figure 17. Bg model of the centrifugal pump.

Figure 18. Modele bond graph de pompe-réseau hydraulique simplifie.
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5. Principle of Vector Control 
Vector control was introduced a long time ago. However, 
the appearance of the microprocessors and their compu-
tational power made it possible to apply the vector control.

It requires the calculations of Park transform, evaluation 
of trigonometric functions, integrations, regulations ... What 
could not be done in analog. The control of the asyn-
chronous machine requires the control of torque, speed 
or even position. The most primary control is that of the 
currents and therefore the torque, it could be written 
directly as a function of the currents :

( )dsqrqsdr
r

m
pem iΦiΦ

L
LnC −=

 

(I.21)

So, this expression  is considered as a complex one. It does 
not draw an analogy with that of a CC machine where 
the natural decoupling between the adjustment of the flux 
and that of the torque makes its control easy; one is con-
fronted with an additional difficulty to control this torque.

In the vector control scheme, a complex current is 
synthesized from two quadrature components, one of 
which is responsible for the flux level in the motor, and 
another which controls the torque production in the 
motor. Essentially, the control problem is reformulated to 
resemble the control of a DC motor. Vector control offers 
a number of benefits including speed control over a wide 
range, precise speed regulation, fast dynamic response 
and operation above base speed.

The main strategy is to find a law of the form Cem=KFI 
which allows us to control directly the torque by ordering 
one of the currents (idsetiqs), it is enough to cancel one of 
this terms. So, if we cancel Fqr = 0 et Fdr=Fr then the 
couple depends only on iqs and the equation become: 

qsr 
r

m
pem iΦ

L
LnC =

 

(I.22)
All the previous formulas are used in the configuration of 
the vectorial control scheme as given in Figure 19.

Figure 19. Scheme of the vectorial control configuration.
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The different adjustments along the d axis help to impose 
the rotor flux while those on the q-axis make it possible 
to control the electromagnetic torque or the mechanical 
rotation speed, therefore, for a given flux, the torque can 
be adjusted by the unique action on  isq and the  motor 
parameters . The system of equations which determines 
the vector control with oriented rotor flux is given by the 
following equations:
 

( ) σLsωsiqsΦdr
Lr

RrLmids
dt
dσLsRsridsVds −−+=

2

 ( ) dsssdrmp
r

m
qssqssrqs iωσLΦΩn

L
Li

dt
dσLiRV +++=

The coupling terms are:

qsssr
r

mr
q iωσLΦ

L
LRE −−= 2 (I.23)

dsssrmp
r

m
d iωσLΦΩn

L
LE += (I.24)

We should have a difference in which the dynamics of 
the coupling terms Ed and Eq must be lower than the 
dynamics of the regulated quantities isd and isq, in order 
to compensate for the terms Ed and Eq.

So the vector control is also known as an independent 
or decoupled control.

5.1  Internal architecture of the estimator 
block

The estimator block allows us to act on the rotor flux and 
the electromagnetic torque which respectively through 
the components Iqs and Ids of the stator current.

Beneficial to ensure a torque control and to be able to 
provide a maximum torque at any moment, the relations 
(I.22), (I.23) and (I.24) represent the expressions estimating 
the stator pulsation ωs, the rotor flux Φr and the pair Cem.

The function of the stator currents Iqs and Ids with its 
internal structures represented in the internal block of the 
estimator block shown in Figure 20.

Figure 20. The internal block diagram of the estimator block.
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5.2.  Internal architecture of the 
compensating block

To eliminate the coupling between the two equations, we 
use the method of conventional compensation , which 
consists in decoupling, the relations (I.23) and (I.24) 
expressing the parameters to be compensated, namely 
Vdsc and Vqsc, whose structure is the compensating 
block presented in Figure 21.

6.  A Comparison between the 
Scalar and the Vector Control

The scalar control is a very simple method for controlling 
the speed of induction motor compared to the vector control 
which is more complex. Vector control is completely mathe-
matical model on control of torque and speed of a three-phase 
indirect vector controlled induction motor drive.

6.1. Principal of Scalar Control
The scalar control is defined as an indicator of the variation 
control variables magnitude only and neglects the coupling 
effect in the machine. We can take as an example; the volt-
age of an induction machine can be controlled to control the 
flux, and frequency. Thus, flux and torque are respectively

Components of frequency and voltage.
So, in the scalar method we controlled both of the 

magnitude and phase alignment of vector quantities.
This scalar controlled is easy to implement, but it can 

lead to a poor performance. But with the appearance of 
the vector-controlled which is demanded in many appli-
cations and by their better performance, the scalar control 
has diminished. Many techniques have been developed to 
control Alternating current (AC) power. In this applica-
tion, we use the scalar control shown in Figure 22.

Figure 21. Internal diagram of the compensating block.
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Figure 22. Scheme of the scalar control configuration.

Figure 23. Simulation scheme of the photovoltaic generator powered system.

Figure 23 presents the simulation scheme of the photo-
voltaic generator powered system.

6.2  Simulation of the Closed Loop Global 
System

The simulation of the overall system should be used, or all 
control loops and the motor to be controlled are involved 

in order to check whether the regulators determined in 
the case of isolated loops are valid or not.

We apply a step for the reference speed (300 rpm) with 
a nominal reference flux (0.96 Wb) after moving all the 
parameters in the appendix. All the simulated results are 
presented in Figures 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29.
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Figure 24. The speed of rotation in a closed loop.

Figure 25. Speed of flow in closed loop.
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Figure 26. Speed for closed loop system.

Figure 27. Time of the voltage Vp with variation of illumination.
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Figure 29. Simulation responses of the PV system in closed loop.

Figure 28. Power (W) for Ec variation and Ta = 25°C.
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7. Conclusion
The work presented in this article concerns the bond 
graph modeling of a photovoltaic structure made up of a 
photovoltaic generator, a Maximum Power Point Tracking 
converter supplying an asynchronous motor-pump. 
Our use of the ‘‘20-sim “permit to study the mechanical 
responses of the motor-pump as well as the behavior of 
the photovoltaic generator. The selection and implemen-
tation of high-performance MPPT controls, there by the 
study and design of high-efficiency adaptation stages 
adapted to the constraints of solar energy.

During open loop simulation, it has been shown 
that the study does not ensure high performance for the 
asynchronous machine and the system does not respond 
quickly. So we proposed the control of the asynchronous 
closed loop machine using the principle of oriented flow: 
it is the theory of vector control.

8. Nomenclature
BG : Bond Graph
PV :photovoltaic
GPV :generatorphotovoltaic
MPPT : Maximum Power Point Tracking 
PWM : Pulse Width Modulation
AC : Alternating current
CC : Continuous current
a, b, c : Phases of the stator
A, B, C : Phases of the rotor
d, q, h : Direct, quadratic and homopolar axes
(d-q) : Landmark of Park.
(α-β) : Concordia landmark.
Tref  :Reference ambient temperature (25 ° C or 273.15 

Kelvin)
Ecref : Reference illumination (1000W / m2)
Ec : Solar illumination in W / m2,
Ta : Ambient temperature in ° C or Kelvin
αetNp : In parallel association of cells and modules
βet Ns : Association in series of cells and modules
Icci ,Icc, Icct : Short-circuit current of a diode, panel and PV 

generator at A
Issi, Iss, Isst : Reverse saturation currents of a diode, a panel 

and the PV generator in A
Iphi, Iph, Ipht : Photocurrent of a cell, panel and PV genera-

tor in A
ni ,n,  nt : Ideality Factor of a Diode, Panel and PV Field
Tp : Cell or surface temperature of GPV in ° C or Kelvin

Q: Charge of electrons (1.6-10-19 C)
K: Boltzman constant (1.38.10-23 J / ° K)
Eg: Energie of gap in Joules.
J and ji: Current temperature constants of a cell and the 

PV generator
VTi, VT: Thermodynamic potential of a cell and the PV 

generator in V
Vi, Vp: Photovoltaic voltages of a cell and the PV genera-

tor in V
Ii, Ip: Photovoltaic currents of a cell and the PV generator 

in A
Vpopt : Reference or optimal voltage of the GPV
Ipopt: GPV reference or optimal current
Ppopt : Maximum power of the GPV
Cp:   the aerodynamic power coefficient
λ: the specific speed
Ω: the rotational angular velocity of the turbine
Cem: Electromagnetic torque (N.m)
I: the inertia of the wing J
R: friction of bearing f

Ld, Lq: respectively the direct and quadratic inductances 
of the stator

Vd, Vq: Direct and quadratic stator voltage
 Id, Iq: Direct and quadratic stator voltage
Φe: the flux of permanent magnet per pole
Φrabc: Rotor flow matrix
Φrd, Φrq: Vectors of direct and quadratic flux
Φsabc: Stator flux matrix
Isd, Isq: Vectors of direct and quadratic currents (A)
Lrr: Matrix of the self-inductances and mutuals between 

rotor phases, (H)
Lss: Matrix of clean inductances and mutuals between 

stator phases (H)
Msr: Matrix of mutual inductances between stator and 

rotor phases. (H)
Ra: Matrix of stator resistors Ω
Rr: Matrix of rotor resistors Ω
Vsd, Vsq: Vectors of direct and quadratic voltages (V)
Uc : Tension d’entrée de l’onduleur
Ci, Ti: Control Ci of the switch Ti of the inverter  

(i = 1 ... 6)
Di: Diode at the head in spade with the switch Ti (i = 1..6)
Ciref: Reference control (i = 1..6)
fm: Frequency of the modulator
fp: Frequency of the carrier
m: Modulation index or ratio between modulating fre-

quency and carrier frequency
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r: Modulation ratio or ratio between the amplitudes of 
modulant and carrier

S: Control sequence of the inverter switches
v1o, v2o, v3o :d.d.p between lines 1, 2, 3 and the imaginary 

midpoint o
vs1, vs2, vs3 : Voltages between lines 1, 2, 3 of the inverter
u12, u13, u23 : Single voltages of lines 1, 2, 3 of the inverter
is1, is2, is3 : Currents of the lines 1, 2, 3 of the inverter
λiref : Reference duty cycle (i = 1..3)
np: Number of pairs of poles.
θm: Mechanical angle.
θ: Electrical angle between axis a and A.
θs : Electrical angle between the axes a and d
θr : Electrical angle between axes A and d
Ѡ : Electrical angular velocity of the d-q-h axis system.
Ѡ

r
  : Angular electric angular pulsation to the rotor, 
known as sliding.

Ωm: Mechanical speed of the rotor (rd / s or rpm)
Ѡ

m
: Electrical rotation speed (rd / s)

Ѡs: Pulsation of the modulant (rd / s).
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